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Learning Objectives
Describe how couples create hypnotic interactions 
through repetition of  affective states and familiar 
procedural experiences 

Identify three areas that can be strengthened through 
hypnotic practice that support couples in maintaining 
or returning to calm during or after a difficult 
interchange 

Learn two pathways to join couples in their automatic 
“trance” and lead them in an experience of  shifting 
state 



Our brains create automaticity

   Experiences  

+ Biology  

            + Repetition         . 

= Automatic patterns and responses



We rely on automaticity
Automatic responses are shortcuts that save us time and 
mental resources.  We use them to do just about everything 

Throughout our lifespan we are learning shortcuts.         
We learn more quickly from negative experiences 
(especially in childhood) 

Automatic responses are faster than conscious thought, and 
become our “go-to” response under stress 

Once learned they are difficult to change without lots of  
repetition



In the beginning…

When one becomes two, we add two sets of  automatic 
behaviors together. 

In the beginning hormones and novelty keep us relaxed 
and interested enough not to react too much, notice, or 

prioritize differences. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=NfEgszn7g_A&list=PLb7O06MSDVHmYIDWzbNPr

xuRp16L-B5u7&index=7

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NfEgszn7g_A&list=PLb7O06MSDVHmYIDWzbNPrxuRp16L-B5u7&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NfEgszn7g_A&list=PLb7O06MSDVHmYIDWzbNPrxuRp16L-B5u7&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NfEgszn7g_A&list=PLb7O06MSDVHmYIDWzbNPrxuRp16L-B5u7&index=7


But then over time…

As a couple, through the same process of  
experience, biology, and repetition, we develop 
couple circuitry on top of  our individual circuitry.  

This circuitry becomes more and more automatic 
(again, for better or worse!).   

Just like in childhood, we learn faster from the 
negative interactions.



We can learn to get better, or not…

Happy couple: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=A13G6nHq_co&list=PLb7O06MSDVHmYIDWzb
NPrxuRp16L-B5u7&index=14 

Two people who are struggling: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=tNV8Dq88JFI&index=8&list=PLb7O06MSDVHm
YIDWzbNPrxuRp16L-B5u7

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A13G6nHq_co&list=PLb7O06MSDVHmYIDWzbNPrxuRp16L-B5u7&index=14
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_vKfQiIPDqg&index=15&list=PLb7O06MSDVHmYIDWzbNPrxuRp16L-B5u7


Couple automaticity creates states that are:

Absorbed 

Narrowly focused 

Filled with matching or interlocking behaviors 

Largely unconscious



That’s like hypnosis!

Couples entrance each other through gaze, 
prosody, cues, anchor words and phrases, 
movements, and facial expression.   

It can be a good trance, or a bad trance…



Logic doesn’t help much

Couples ask us to “logic” 
each other into behaving a 
certain way.   

I call this “teaching calculus 
to the dog.”  It doesn’t work 
very well. 



Hence the usefulness of  hypnosis

Logic isn’t very helpful with automatic and often 
non-conscious processes.  But hypnosis is, and new 
experiences are helpful as well. 

Our goal is to use hypnotic language to pair 
biology, experience, and repetition in a session to 
produce a novel experience in the couple context 
(fire the brains to rewire the brains).



We introduce the unexpected
This famous picture is 
powerful because it disrupts 
our sense of  what should 
happen in this situation 
(Marc Riboud—Magnum 
Photos)

“Hypnosis…(is) a way to 
offer stimuli of  various kinds 
that will enable patients in 
response to those stimuli to 
utilize their own experiential 
learning.” —Erickson and 
Rossi, 1980, Vol II, pp. 315-6



Re-fire to Re-wire

Automatic Behavior “A” usually produces result 
“B.”  Can we join them at “A” and nudge them 
toward result “C?” 

Our goal is to do this hypnotically, meaning our 
pacing, prosody, and cues, will helping the couple 
become absorbed in a new possible experience.



Shifting States: Example

Example:  Sam looks angrier and angrier as Lee looks 
more and more shut down.  The therapist notices this 
process as it is occurring.  The therapist says to Sam, 
“What is Lee feeling right now?  …Look deeply in his 
eyes… and say what you see.  Watch to see if  you are 
getting it right.”  This will absorb Sam, make Sam pair 
with Lee in the interaction, and give Sam feedback 
about Lee through eye contact and facial expression. It 
will also be a jumping off  point for further exploration.



Shifting state is about creating options

Over time, we are hoping to strengthen the 
OPTION of  a novel move, thought, or experience 
when faced with a dis-regulating experience. 

We want that option to appear on the landscape 
when they are bothered, upset, alone, etc. This 
needs to happen repeatedly in session for the brain 
to learn.  We can’t talk about it, we need to do it, 
or see it being done, or be the receiver of  it. 



Three areas that can be strengthened through hypnotic practice to 
support couples in maintaining or returning to calm during or after a 

difficult interchange: 

Solo regulation (self-calming in a couple setting) 

Co-regulation (helping each other calm, or helping you help me calm) 

Genuine interest (seeking to understand each other, showing curiosity 
and tolerance)

Shifting State: Target Areas



Solo regulation  
(self-calming in a couple setting)

Could include helpful self-talk or expectation, noticing and 
attending to body, decreasing rumination, ego strengthening, 
breathing, managing triggers, finding the most important things 
to discuss (and letting go of  the excess).  Any of  these things could 
be done with hypnosis or strengthened with hypnosis. 

In addition hypnosis for self-regulation could include things like: 
normalizing through hypnotic stories, watching an intense 
process from a safe distance, toggling between negative and 
neutral current experience to ground self, imagining the support 
of  attachment figures, or rehearsing any of  the things we’d like to 
be able to do under stress in imagination



Co-regulation  
(helping each other calm, or helping you help me calm)

Could include learning what works for 
partner, learning what agitates partner, 
strengthening ability to stay in social 
engagement zone, matching behavior, 
physical modifications to body, touch, 
movement, gaze, learning calming 
words, reaching out, throwing off  
excess energy safely, movement 
together, titrating talks, high positivity 
ratio, remembering and signaling this 
is just one interchange in a long 
relationship.  Again, hypnosis could be 
used to support any of  these goals. 



Co-regulation  
(helping each other calm, or helping you help me calm)

For example, hypnosis could include: practicing or 
trying out movements, gaze, and positioning with 
partner, imagining using a new behavior in the 
future, imagining recovering from doing 
something poorly in a fight, imagining 
remembering what partner needs or doesn’t like at 
useful times, experimenting with touch, voice, or 
gaze with careful attention to feedback, learning 
how to elicit care when that is not familiar



Genuine Interest 
(Understanding each other showing curiosity and tolerance)

Could include: showing interest, slowing down, reading 
partner accurately, eliciting feedback in ways tolerable for 
both (physically and in words and amount, time length), 
increasing tolerance.   

Hypnosis could include: increasing motivation to help partner,  
watching and interacting from a safe distance, eliciting 
compassion, time travel (future when things are good, past 
when partner needed care and did not have it), time distortion 
(having “all the time in the world”), how of  listening, how of  
reading partner (gaze, body language, asking), signals that 
show you are interested



Scripts can be useful

Numerous books and scripts can give us scripts for 
helping clients “go inward” to consider something 
Daitch (2007) * Hammond (1990) 

This is a valuable pathway to use



But how many times in couple work has the 
couple stopped, and turned to you, and said, “now 
we’d like to relax for 20 minutes or so to up our 
game?   

Mainly couples are very focused on what they 
have brought in, they have a specific argument or 
problem, and they are going to feel mis-attuned if  
you don’t find room for it.  



How can we be hypnotic in a 
fast paced environment?



First things first:  You

Be aware of  yourself  first: couples can infect us, 
and we can join their trance 

One partner to another: “You are driving me 
crazy!” 

Counselor: (Let me out of  here, I’m going crazy!)



Settle yourself  first.  

Don’t be afraid to sit back for a minute and take a 
few breaths 

Anything they hand you can serve as a bridge to a 
hypnotic moment



Two Pathways

Two pathways to join couples in their automatic 
“trance” and lead them in an experience of  
shifting state 

Join them in their trance as is 

Intervene when they are entranced with each 
other, and create a new focal point



Join them in their trance (as is)

Use their words—repeat back (use similar pace, tone, 
intensity)(ex: “It just seems so hopeless, nothing will ever 
work”) 

Narrate what is happening to focus attention (ex: he just 
flinched, she looks surprised, this is so sad!, ouch!) 

Put words to their experiences as individuals “a part of  you 
is sad and another part is angry…” or as a couple “and 
when this happens the two of  you give your selves 
permission to be mean to each other”... 



Intervene when they are entranced with each 
other, and create a new focal point

Ask a question (ex: Does he know what to do now when you are angry? Is 
she still with you? Is this working?) 

Change the physical landscape (use command form with few words) (ex: 
close your eyes and…, look at her eyes and... , stand up and…, reach out 
and hold on to each other’s arms… , move closer, lean forward, match 
partner’s body) 

Change the internal landscape  (use command form with few words) (ex: 
notice your body…, imagine right now that you have saved this problem, 
how did you do it? ... , invite your (mother, friend, dog) to sit next to you 
as you continue…  I’m right here with you… you can feel that she’s a 
stranger and, as you can see and feel, also the person you love)



Make a shift, keep going…

As soon as you create a bridge, you can just go with the first small 
shift, or you can take it into a longer experience.   

Example:  (The first small shift) “You are so hurt, and angry.  
Does he know what to do now when you are hurt and 
angry?” (Turn to partner) “Close your eyes, and notice the feeling 
in your body as you feel (partner’s) anger.  Nod when you have it.  
And keeping your eyes closed, where do you feel it?  Yes, exactly.  
Now I want you to let your mind float back to a time when you 
were young, when you felt that same feeling in your body.  Nod 
when you have that time.  And how old were you? …. Etc.”



Strengthening Genuine Interest

Example: “This is very stressful for you both. Take 
your partner’s arm, so that you can feel his/her/
their pulse.”  See if  you can tune in, and tell from 
their pulse what is happening, and how they are 
feeling.  (adding in co-regulation)  Let your 
breathing come into alignment with your 
partner…    (wait) …  slow it down together… 
And what is that like?”



Supporting Co-regulation

Example: “Stand up, we are at your thanksgiving 
party talking, see her out of  your peripheral vision 
feeling left out.  Now, what is the easiest movement 
you can make to physically include her?  Yes, exactly, 
and notice how she relaxes and I move into place 
with the two of  you.  And this is so easy for you, so 
you can feel confident about helping her.  Look at 
her now and see if  this would help her, and she can 
imagine working with you on this at Thanksgiving.”



Increasing solo-regulation

Example (incorporating psychoeducation in trance): Look at 
(partner’s) face.  Now as you notice (partner’s) face, that is so 
familiar and yet a stranger in these types of  moments, close 
your eyes…  because this will help your relationship… when 
you feel this feeling, (name), you can tend to yourself  first, 
and your experience…  body feel, where, size, color…  and 
I wonder... what is the most important thing to 
communicate? …. sort all the ideas and thoughts and 
feelings… because we can’t send it all to our partner.  
…



Increasing solo-regulation

… The longer we talk the more we lose the chance to be 
heard... because our partner gets caught up in 
defensiveness.... so it is important to know how to find the 
most important part… where we can make a change together 
as a partnership, where both of  us can keep our dignity… So 
notice what can be released... and what is helpful to us as a 
couple…  what does (partner) need to know about the care 
and handling of  you… Take a deep breath, and when you 
feel the central thing... you can open your eyes and find her/
his eyes, and help him/her know how best to care for you…



Recap
We are seeking to scaffold  

Solo-regulation 

Co-regulation 

Genuine interest/tolerance 

We can use two pathways to do this hypnotically: 

Join them in their trance 

Intervene when they are entranced with each other, 
and create a new focal point



Examples and case exploration

Come up front and show both sides of  a couple 
interaction 

We will look at whether they need help with solo-
regulation, co-regulation, or genuine interest 

We will brainstorm hypnotic shifts
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